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The availability of online courses has continued to grow over recent years with more students now turning to online offerings. The flexibility offered through online learning is attractive to prospective students with some of the benefits including reduced costs, and the potential to increase and diversify the student body. Online courses provide the advantage of reaching those who may be ‘too busy’ for traditional study, and offer flexibility through anywhere, anytime access. While these benefits may attract prospective learners to the online environment there remains little empirical evidence for the reasons students actually make the decision to study online over more traditional means. Here, it is important to understand students’ motivations for choosing an online course. Without this information universities cannot assess if their programs are effectively designed to meet students’ expectations, or that students are sufficiently informed and prepared for instruction and learning in the online environment.

As part of a PhD, research is currently underway investigating what students expect when commencing an online course at Edith Cowan University (ECU). This paper discusses findings relating to the motivation and reasons why first year students decide to study a course online at ECU.

Introduction

The availability of online courses has continued to grow over recent years with more students now turning to flexible offerings to complete their undergraduate studies (Allen & Seaman, 2011). Online learning is attractive to prospective students, and universities have moved to meet this growing demand. While market research and instructor experiences have alluded to what may attract learners to the online environment there remains little empirical evidence for the reasons why students choose to study online over on-campus programs.

Researchers have highlighted the potential benefits of online learning to institutions in terms of reduced costs and increased savings (Twigg, 2003), as well as increasing and diversifying the student body (Brooks, 2009). Online courses provide the benefit of reaching those who may be ‘too busy’ for traditional study and offer flexibility through anywhere, anytime access (McAllister, 2009). A number of universities (e.g., Athabasca University, 2009; Edith Cowan University, 2010; Murdoch University, 2013; Swinburne University of Technology, 2013; University of Phoenix, 2010; University of Western Australia, 2013) promote online learning to prospective students as a suitable alternative for students who cannot attend a campus because of work or family commitments. The promotion of the benefits of online learning likely contributes to the formation of prospective students’ expectations relating to what online learning may offer them, and would in turn impact their decision to enrol.

Student decisions regarding what and how they will study are based on their understanding and assessment of how a course might suit their needs and aspirations, in terms of learning outcomes, instructor characteristics, difficulty, workload and time demands (Kardan, Sadeghi, Ghidary, & Sani, 2013). Students’ expectations of what a course actually involves and the anticipated learning outcomes of the course are therefore pivotal to making an informed decision. Mupinga, Nora and Yaw (2006) found that students expected their online course to be challenging, but comparable in demand to on-campus courses. The apparent convenience of electronic participation may also prompt students to expect online learning to be easier and less time-intensive alternative to on-campus learning (Hyllegard, Deng, & Hunter, 2008; Moody, 2004). Research (Packham, Jones, Miller, & Thomas, 2004) however, suggests that many students actually find online courses more demanding and challenging than they had expected, and may withdraw as a result.
Lopez-Bonilla et al. (2012) identify that the most common motivations for course selection related to vocation and job opportunities. Kung (2002) also found that the most important factors in students’ decision to take a distance learning course were subject matter, time flexibility, the chance to work with instructors in other locations and institutional/instructor reputation. This suggests that student expectations in relation to career and employment outcomes are significant in the decisions to enroll in a particular course, and students may decide to take a course online simply because they wish to access a particular program that is not accessible in any other way.

While not necessarily explicit motivators, the experiences of significant others and the student’s own experiences at university and at high school may also play a role in forming student expectations of university (Brinkworth, McCann, Matthews, & Nordstrom, 2009; Buckley, Novicevic, Halbesleben, & Harvey, 2004; Licata, Chakraborty, & Krishnan, 2008; Walker et al., 2009). Brinkworth et al. (2009) for instance, surveyed students during orientation and found they expected university to be different to high school, but were unsure as to how it would differ. The decision to attempt an online course may therefore be based on basic assumptions about a course and its learning outcomes, but limited information relating to what the learning process might actually involve.

It is important to understand students’ motivations for choosing an online course as without this, universities cannot be sure programs are effectively meeting students’ expectations, or that students are sufficiently informed and prepared to learn in the online environment. Krause (2005, p. 9) further asserts that universities must investigate, monitor and manage students’ expectations, particularly during first-year “as their early experiences of met or unmet expectations play such a significant role in shaping the rest of their experience”. Furthermore, students’ expectations can influence their perceived fairness and satisfaction with a university course, particularly in terms of grades (Cherry, Ordonez, & Guilliland, 2003). It is therefore important to understand, meet or adjust student expectations as appropriate.

Several researchers have acknowledged that some students may not be suitable or sufficiently prepared for online learning (Tanner, Noser, & Totaro, 2009; Milligan & Buckenmeyer, 2008). Students may be enticed to take a course online for the flexible learning opportunities it affords, but may not appreciate some of the other underlying differences involved in online learning. For instance, students may elect to take a course online as they are unable to attend on campus due to work or family commitments, and traditional students may be enticed by the thought of not having to attend classes on campus will eliminate one demand of their time (Moody, 2004). University study is in itself a substantial commitment irrespective of where it may take place. Some students may therefore underestimate or be unprepared for the time and resources required to complete a course online (Alexander, Polyakova-Norwood, Johnston, Christensen, & Loquist, 2003; Hyllegard et al., 2008; Packham et al., 2004).

In addition to the demands of the course itself, online students need access to, and knowledge of, the technology and systems they are required to use (Tanner et al., 2009). Trekles et al. (2008), found some online students did not actually own a computer and lacked the skills necessary to succeed in an online course. Mupinga et al. (2006), and Alexander et al. (2003), support this assertion and go further to advocate that online students must have access to timely technical assistance, course information and sample assignments, as well as flexible and understanding instructors. It is also vital that students have good self-efficacy and time management skills in order to manage their own learning within a flexible learning environment (Anderson, 2008). As a consequence, online students are often more likely to withdraw from their courses, especially where they experience technical difficulties, personal problems, work pressure or a lack of time (Hyllegard et al., 2008; Packham et al., 2004). It is unclear however, whether students are fully aware of these limitations when making the choice to study online.

While we may assume that students are attracted to the potential benefits offered by online learning, there remains little research that has sought to uncover why students make the decision to apply for a particular online course. This paper reports some of the findings of a broader (PhD) research project with particular emphasis on considering what students expect when commencing an online course at
an Australian university: Edith Cowan University (ECU). The specific question sought to be answered is: Why do first year students chose to study a course online at ECU?

**Method**

Participants of this research included 43 students enrolled in the first year of an undergraduate or Graduate Certificate/Diploma level program at ECU. The courses were expected to be delivered completely online, with students required to be connected to the Internet to engage with their learning and no obligation to attend the university campus.

The demographic and enrolment characteristics of participants are shown in Table 1. The sample included more female than male participants, though this is comparable to the ECU student body (Edith Cowan University, 2012). Most of the participants were residing in Western Australia, with the largest proportion in Perth, while 28 per cent were based interstate. Consistent with ECU enrolment patterns, just over two thirds of participants were enrolled in an undergraduate Bachelor Degree, and only small numbers in Graduate Certificate or Diploma programs, with the largest numbers enrolled in health or business-related courses. The majority of participants were also mature aged (aged 21 years and over), with only one school leaver. It is, however, noted that a greater proportion of participants were enrolled part-time (58%) when compared with the overall enrolment pattern of ECU students (approximately 25%), though this is likely representative of a more mature sample and of online students generally. While many students had some experience of university study, the majority were studying online for the first time.

**Table 1: Participant demographic and enrolment characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant characteristic</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Percentage of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature age (21 and older)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School leaver</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunbury</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA Regional</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other metropolitan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other regional</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No fixed abode (travelling)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor Degree</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Certificate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Diploma</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health (including psychology, social sciences, social work, nursing, public health)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology (including computer science, security)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business (including management, human resources, occupational health and safety, risk management)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First time at university</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First time studying online</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total participants</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study involved a case study analysis of in-depth interviews with first-year ECU students to ascertain their motivations for choosing to take an online course. Ethics approval was granted by
ECU’s Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) prior to commencing data collection. Students enrolling in online courses were invited to participate via a news item on the Student Portal, as well as through relevant online course coordinators, with a prize draw offered as an incentive. Interviews were conducted online using the synchronous chat feature within ECU’s standard learning management system: Blackboard, or, where this was unavailable, through Adobe Connect Pro (ACP), prior to or upon students commencing a course.

The interview itself involved a discussion of students’ expectations for their experience in the online course, where students were specifically asked “Why did you decide to study online?” Students were then prompted to further discuss their reasons for doing so. Each interview transcript was reviewed in detail with discrete ideas or concepts identified and coded using nVivo 9. The researcher’s subjective interpretations and thoughts that arose during the process of conducting the interviews were noted and reviewed in order to recognise and separate any personal bias from the interview data itself. Coded statements were grouped into related themes, which were periodically reviewed as new data and transcripts were coded. Relevant and meaningful coded data were then selected and sorted into thematic codes. Major themes were arranged into logical groups, verified through review of individual coded statements and data re-coded as necessary.

**Findings**

Participants offered a range of reasons in response to the question “Why did you decide to study online?” The most salient motivations related to the convenience that online learning offered in terms of time, pace and place. Participants expected that learning online would provide the opportunity to manage their studies around other commitments and even disabilities. Participants were also drawn to particular courses because of applicable subject matter, institutional reputation, entry pathway or location. The personal benefits, including satisfaction, inspiring others and fulfilling career or employment goals, were also significant motivators for participants in pursuing university study.

**Convenience and flexibility**

The most salient of participant motivations for choosing online over on-campus modes of study centred on a perception that it would offer them greater convenience and flexibility. Participants were of the opinion that studying online would facilitate more time, place and pace flexibility, allowing more time to attend to family responsibilities and/or maintain students’ desired employment arrangements while pursuing university studies, than would an on-campus course. Participants discussed the significance of their family and work commitments, suggesting that study would not be possible without this flexibility.

I have 2 children not of school age so it is more convenient for me to study online (Male, Bachelor of Psychology & Addiction Studies student)

I needed to a study method that still [allowed] me to stay working full-time and I didn't have time for contact hours. (Female, Bachelor of Business (HR Management)/Arts (Psychology) student)

My degree has to fit around my family commitments and my work commitments. I am currently sitting in a donga on the gold mine in Boddington. (Male, Bachelor of Applied Science (Occupational Health and Safety) student)

Participants were enticed by the opportunity to study at more convenient times and at an appropriate pace for their needs and circumstances. Studying online offers a solution to the potential childcare and financial barriers to participating at pre-determined times, while also allowing participants to take control of their own learning and progress through the course as quickly or slowly as they needed to.

I have two very young children and I have recently started back at work. Attending on campus classes once or twice a week is just to impractical as I require childcare and I lose valuable time due to travelling. (Female, Graduate Diploma in Public Health student)
Being able to do things at my own pace is one of the big pluses of online study. (Male, Graduate Certificate in Risk Management student)

Participants appreciated the benefit of being able to take a course that was based at ECU without having to travel or relocate. Studying online would allow participants to take a desired course without significantly jeopardising their time, the needs of significant others, employment or accommodation circumstances. Some participants were residing close to an ECU campus however, despite choosing to study online, suggesting that distance from the university was not the only factor in their decisions to study online.

Studying externally means that I don't have to move back down to Perth... I figured starting studying again would be enough stress without adding packing, moving, renting, and finding a new job to the equation. (Female, Graduate Certificate of Planning)

Joondalup is an hour drive from here. And then looking for parking etc did not appeal. (Female, Bachelor of Social Work student)

I live ... just down the road from ECU in Joondalup (Male, Bachelor of Nursing student)

Accessibility

Online learning also offers an accessible way for students with a disability to engage in university studies. Participants felt that their disability would have made it difficult or have prevented them from attending classes in person and/or learning in a classroom environment, and that online learning would better accommodate their needs.

Immunity and sleeping problems... turning up to a 9:00 class is impossible for me, at least, cognitively speaking (Male, Bachelor of Arts (Psychology) student)

I am hearing impaired and I don't like to rely on notetakers to get my information (Female, Bachelor of Business student)

Attraction to a specific course or institution

Participants were attracted to the particular course or provider, including specific aspects of the course subject matter, teaching methods and entry pathways which were not offered by other suitable providers. The course was felt to significantly meet participants’ needs in terms of employment and career aspirations, as well as learning style and participants appreciated that the entry pathways took advantage of their previous experience or studies. Some also wanted to study at a university that was close to home so that they could feel more connected with the program or in case they needed to visit the campus.

ECU was one of the few unis that had a course available which suits the current job I am in. (Male, Bachelor of Science (Security Studies) student)

I also have heard the ECU is great for having practical degrees, not just theory. (Female, Bachelor of Social Work student)

ECU also recognises industry experience so that helped me take a leap with my study. (Male, Graduate Diploma in Occupational Health and Safety student)

I also liked that it was in the city I reside in (Male, Bachelor of Laws/Business)

In some cases, the selection of a particular course was so important that it overshadowed the choice to enrol online. The course itself was primary importance, with the decision to study online based purely on the availability of that course. Some participants went so far as to state they would have preferred to study on campus but were unable to do so in their current situation.

Really, ideally I would like nothing more than to go on-campus (Male, Bachelor of Science (Security and Justice) student)
Ideally it would be fun to go to classes but I just couldn't see how it would fit with work. (Male, Graduate Diploma in Occupational Health and Safety student)

**Benefits of university study**

In addition to the motivations for choosing an online mode of learning, participants discussed the underlying reasons for pursuing university study itself. Participants learning motivations related to the personal benefits of education and completing a qualification, including becoming a role model, stretching their knowledge or abilities and achieving life-long dreams. A university course offers participants a significant opportunity to achieve personal, family, career and employment goals. The idea of achieving these goals provides inspiration and evokes a sense of pride for participants.

I hope it inspires my kids to work towards a difficult goal. (Female, Bachelor of Business student)

I wanted to do this 20 years ago and didn’t get in for Psych I got sociology instead and declined so its been a long time coming (female, Bachelor of Psychology/Counselling student)

I see study as investing in myself (Female, Bachelor of Social Work student)

Participants saw their studies as an important step in their career. Pursuing university studies is hoped to enhance participants’ career prospects and opportunities for employment or promotion, or even facilitate a career change. The opportunity to learn online added further educational value, building on participants’ knowledge and experience in using and applying technology.

I really want a career/job I love and that I can continue to be useful and contribute and enjoy past the standard age barrier (Female, Bachelor of Arts (Psychology and Counselling) student)

This is the start of a new career for me (Male, Graduate Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety student)

Sourced [an] off campus style one as technology seems to be opening up resources to other areas (Male, Bachelor of Arts (Psychology) student)

**Extrinsic encouragement**

Participants were also encouraged to take on university studies or a particular course by significant others, their employer or ECU staff with whom they had shared their aspirations. Participants sought feedback from others during their decision making, and in some cases were prompted to consider university by their peers or employer. They value the advice of others who have experience of studying online/at university, and gained confidence through the support and endorsement from their employer and academic staff at the university.

Work has encourage me to do this (Female, Graduate Certificate in Strategic Risk Management student)

I had some initial discussion with the course coordinator who encouraged me to apply for the course. (Male, Graduate Diploma in Occupational Health and Safety student)

**Discussion**

The findings from this research provide evidence of students’ individual reasons for choosing to enrol in an online course at ECU. The motivations presented by participants were influenced by their understanding of particular benefits offered by online learning with relation to flexibility and convenience, as well as the endorsement of family, friends, employers or university staff. Participants’ subsequent decisions to undertake an online course considered how these benefits would meet their individual needs in relation to their personal circumstances, availability, location, family and work commitments, and career goals. In some cases, students actually sought out a particular course, which was only accessible to them as an online program, rather than actively choosing to study online.
Understanding these students’ motivations affords valuable insights into the reasons students may decide to study online and offers opportunities for universities to explore how they might effectively manage the expectations of prospective students.

The motivations discussed by participants are consistent with the University’s promotion of online learning as “… an option for students, who for reasons such as distance, domestic responsibilities, work commitments or disability would prefer not to relocate to study.” (Edith Cowan University, 2010). Students choose to pursue an online course because of the convenience and flexibility it offers, with regard to time, pace and place. This reasoning corroborates the assertion that students’ decisions to study online are influenced by university marketing that promotes the benefits of online learning. The fact students site the precise reasons promoted on ECU’s website further supports research by Biswas, Perkins and Izard (2012), which identified university websites as the leading information source for students selecting particular institutions.

The assumption that studying online will enable students to participate whenever, and at a pace that is most convenient for them, however, may not always be accurate. Packham et al. (2004) and Hyllegard et al. (2008) warn that this apparent motivation of convenience may also present a challenge if the course turns out to be more demanding than expected. It is therefore important for universities to acknowledge this is an important motivation for online learning and to provide clear information about the commitment required to successfully participate in an online course, including any activities that must be completed synchronously with others, or within specified timeframes.

The motivation to access a particular course is determined by students’ personal, family, career and employment aspirations. Students may specifically pursue online learning because it offers the best means to access a particular course or institution. The career-related motivations identified by participants support Kung (2002) and Lopez-Bonilla et al.’s (2012) findings for the importance of subject matter and expected vocational or employment outcomes, as motivators for course selection. The significance of institutional reputation is also evident in this motivation, consistent with Biswas et al.’s (2012) research, which found university academic reputation to be one of the most important factors in students’ choice of institution. A student’s decision to study online may therefore be motivated by the availability of their selected course at a chosen institution, rather than a specific desire to study online. In some cases, students may even prefer to study on campus, but are unable to do so in their current situation. An investigation into courses and subject matter that are most in demand would therefore help universities identify other on-campus programs that would benefit from online delivery and attract more students. Promoting the learning outcomes of particular courses in terms of personal, career and employment benefits furthermore, may entice students to pursue those programs.

The advice and support of significant others and experts also influences students’ decisions to study online. Students may be encouraged by employers to undertake related studies and seek out the advice of significant others or university staff regarding their suitability for online learning or a particular course. Students may then proceed to apply for an online course on the basis of social endorsement. The socially-driven motivation for study described by participants supports prior research, suggesting that the experience of significant others and academic staff can influence students’ decisions to study a course online (Brinkworth et al., 2009; Buckley et al., 2004; Greenbank, 2009; Heath, Fuller, & Johnston, 2010; Licata et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2009). Educating university staff about students’ potential motivations and the realities of online learning may therefore aid in managing student expectations. Where open and accurate guidance is available to prospective students through the university, they will be empowered to make informed choices about their studies, thereby potentially enhancing enrolment and retention in online courses.

**Concluding comments**

The promotion of clear and realistic expectations about what is involved and required for successful online learning, in addition to the expected outcomes from online courses, is integral to ensuring students are able to select the most suitable study option for them, and to facilitate a satisfying and
rewarding learning experience. Understanding that some students may actively select an online program to enable them to participate at convenient times, locations and with the flexibility to study at their own pace, offers an important lens through which to design and evaluate online courses for student retention and satisfaction. It must be acknowledged nonetheless that this paper presents a case study of one group of students at one university. Further research which explores the motivations of different cohorts, including postgraduate or international online students, replicable studies at other institutions and quantitative research to assess the prevalence of the identified motivations for online learning would be valuable in gaining a deeper understanding of why students might choose to study online. In understanding students’ motivations, we can then begin to adapt our selection processes and course design to best meet the needs of our students.
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